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Price Increases have consumers cutting back. 
Consumers report price increases in several categories compared to a year ago, with 
many saying groceries and gas have increased a lot. Within CPG products, eggs, 
fresh produce, meat and dairy have the most widespread increases. Many blame 
availability and costs of ingredients as well as manufacturers, the pandemic and 
transportation. As a result of these price increases, many consumers are cutting 
back on purchases. OTC products are being replaced by generics.

These insights were collected Friday, January 20 – Sunday, January 22, 2023, among a general 
population of n=1001 U.S. consumers age 21+. 
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Base: Total (n=1001)
Q1: Thinking about different products you regularly buy, how has the price changed vs. last year for…?
Q2: Thinking about specific grocery/household products you regularly buy, how has the price changed vs. last year for…?
Q3a: Who or what is responsible for the higher prices for [Q2]? Please select up to 3 you feel are responsible for prices going up.
Q3b: How have higher prices affected your buying behavior for (Q2)?

Eggs 90

Fresh produce 88

Fresh meat 87

Dairy products 87

Frozen meals 83

Frozen snacks and appetizers 82

Frozen fully-cooked chicken 82

Soda/carbonated soft drinks 81

Coffee for use at home 81

Shelf stable foods 80

Cereal 80

OTC cough/cold medicine 78

OTC pain medicine 77

OTC Children’s medicines 75

Candy / chocolate 75

Beer 74

Liquor 71

Hard Seltzers 70

Wine 66

Ingredients 
(price/availability)

Manufacturers Covid-19 Pandemic Transportation Government Labor Shortages

Buying the product less often

Buying only when on sale or have a coupon

Buying a cheaper brand

Buying generic/store brands

Buying larger pack sizes / bulk sizes

Buying another product type instead

Buying from a different retailer than I usually would

Buying more than I usually would

Other

Unable to buy as I cannot locate this product

OTC Medicine
Pain 51

Cough/cold 46

Children’s 39

A LOT }

A LOT/
A LITTLE }

Groceries Gas Home 
improvement/ 

building supplies

Restaurant/
take out food

Non-alcoholic 
beverages

Electronics OTC 
medications

Alcoholic 
beverages


